As regards the place of meeting the consort, Laird and Morton (1959) have shown that, with increasing control of the spread of gonorrhoea in smaller towns, the proportion of locally-acquired infections fell until "other than local" sources predominated in a proportion of 4 to 1. Our figures (Table II) Diseases (1956) showed that, in 1954, 36 per cent. of men with gonorrhoea in cities and large towns were infected by prostitutes. Unfortunately the report did not define a "prostitute". The men concerned were almost exclusively U.K.-born. Laird (1957) (Table IV) . The heading "other place" (Table IV) One feature not noted previously in British literature is what we in Sheffield have termed the "call girl". She does in fact call at the door. The fee mentioned by men has rarely exceeded 20s. One patient stated that the girl arrived to "do washing". He did in fact pay her but it could not be determined for which service. "Call girls" frequently come from other towns and cities, Hull and Nottingham being the most frequently named. One girl who admitted to this practice stated that she had escaped from Nottingham where she had been beaten up following a Teddy-gang fight. She certainly had multiple scars on her arms. On arrival in Sheffield she had received addresses from a Pakistani. Her clientele, she claimed, consisted of eighteen Moslems whom she visited weekly. Many such girls appear to be "on tour", commuting it seems between Hull and Liverpool and stations between. Many of them know each other and exchange addresses of clients. Their hasty departure from any locality often appears to coin-*cide with accusations regarding infection. At one time we were so impressed by the regularity of these "tours" as to think them centrally controlled. There has been no proof of this.
The Pakistani-Adenese group rarely drink alcohol, indeed the Koran forbids it. Recently it has been noted that a few Moslems are now venturing into the public houses. Perhaps they are being slowly Anglicized. Strict non-consumption of alcohol denies the Moslem access to the social life of the local community and indeed this may well have prompted and accelerated the growth of this "call girl" system. Whether it will increase further is a matter for conjecture.
The West Indian group appears to use the public house as a rendezvous almost to the same extent as the natives. Before the enactment of the Street Offences Bill it was well known in Sheffield, as elsewhere, that the women would be found in the street outside the pub. They are now more frequently found inside. In a high proportion of cases the West Indian does not admit to paying, even in kind, e.g. by buying the girl a drink. Indeed his fine command of English, natural charm, and 300 years' association with the British way of life, have given him a fine sense of private enterprise.
Native born citizens formed only 20 per cent. of our cases in 1961, compared with 40 per cent. in 1958, and 36 per cent. in 1960. In contrast with the two other ethnic groups, the native citizens' behaviour shows little change from that noted in many other studies. The consort is usually a casual pick-up not infrequently on the street or in a pub. Exposure to infection is a "spur of the moment" affair. Payment in money or kind is not unusual, and travel plays a part as is seen by the high proportion of those infected "outside Sheffield" (see Table II ).
Summary
Three ethnic groups of males suffering from gonorrhoea have been studied: native-born citizens, West Indians, and Pakistani-Adenese. Differences exist in regard to their sources of infection, which are largely determined by early environmental conditioning. A "call girl" system operating in Sheffield is noted and briefly described.
Thanks are due to Dr. R. S. Morton for his helpful criticism.
